2.0 Hunting Sets
Each sets first skill will be activated by wearing the complete set, including the talisman.
Other static skills the sets have require you to unlock selectable skills. You find these skills
from the ‘P’ screen shown below.

This button opens the skills list.

You need to use materials and zenny to unlock these skills. Each unlocked skill increases
your points by 1 and adds it to the 20 baseline. This means you can track your progress on
the right tab which shows 0/40 for me. Meaning I have unlocked 20 skills as 40 – Baseline
20 = 20. In this picture I have used my 40 points on my selected skill, which is Attack (M).
You don’t need to worry about unlocking wrong skills as you have to unlock numerous
skills for the set to be active and you have to specifically select the skills you want to be
active on your set. You can get 1 or 2 good skills in addition to your static set skills.

Novice Armor

- 6-set: God of Medicine, when using healing
items, there is 5s of damage invulnerability.
- 10 skills: Survival, the lower your health is,
the lower your attack becomes, and the higher
your defense becomes.
- 20 skills: Teamwork, the more team
members in the same zone, the higher your
defense becomes.

The novice armor set is given to you for
free. You get additional free sets at Lv5
and 40.
Also note that the set boxes seem to be
in different positions in the shop if you
are buying the sets with 10 green
tickets.

Lance Set

- 6 set: Guard +1, Increases the likelihood of
standing your ground when blocking an
attack.
- 10 skills: Guard +2, further increases the
likelihood of standing your ground when
blocking an attack.
- 20 skills: Guard Up, causes previously
unblockable attacks to become blockable.
- 30 skills: Guard +3, greatly increases the
likelihood of standing your ground when
blocking an attack.
- 40 skills: High Speed Sharpening, greatly
speeds up weapon sharpening.

Hammer Set

- 6-set: Concentrate, speeds charge of
charge attacks.
- 10 Skills: Knockout King, makes it easier to
Stun monsters.
- 20 Skills: Focus, speeds charge of charge
attacks even more.
- 30 Skills: Stun Lock, stun damage needed
for KO diminishes slower.
- 40 Skills: Attentive, speeds charge of
charge attacks to maximum.

GS Set

- 6-Set: Critical Draw, +50% affinity on
attack from sheath.
- 10 Skills: Punish Draw, attacks from
sheath deal bonus damage and have stun
damage.
- 20 Skills: Evasion +1, slightly extends the
invulnerability period when evading.
- 30 Skills: Constitution +1, slows Stamina
depletion when evading/blocking
- 40 Skills: Critical Draw Max, +100%
Affinity on attack from sheath.

GS/Hammer Set

- 6 Set: Concentrate, speeds charge of
charge attacks.
- 10 skills: Focus, speeds charge of charge
attacks even more.
- 20 skills: Evasion +1, extends the
invulnerability period when evading.
- 30 skills: Constitution +1, slows Stamina
depletion when evading/blocking.
- 40 skills: Attentive, speeds charge of
charge attacks to maximum.

Healthy Set
- 6-set: “Goblin King”, no idea what it does.
- 10 skills: Guard Up, causes previously
unblockable attacks to become blockable.
-20 skills: Survival, the lower your health is,
the lower your attack becomes, and the
higher your defense becomes
- 30 skills: Teamwork, the more team
members in the same zone, the higher your
defense becomes.
- 40 skills: Health +5, increases maximum
health massively.

LS, SnS, DB Set
- 6-set: Razor Sharp, reduces the rate at
which your weapon loses Sharpness.
- 10 skills: Constitution +1, slightly reduces
Stamina depletion when evading/blocking.
- 20 skills: Earplugs, negate the effects of
some large monster's roars.
- 30 skills: Evasion +1, slightly extends the
invulnerability period when evading.
- 40 skills: Peerless Edge, greatly reduces
the rate at which your weapon loses
Sharpness.

Evasion Set
- 6-set: Evasion +1, slightly extends the
invulnerability period when evading.
- 10 skills: Constitution +1, slightly reduces
Stamina depletion when evading/blocking.
- 20 skills: Evasion +2, further extends the
invulnerability period when evading.
- 30 skills: Constitution +2, further reduces
Stamina depletion when evading/blocking.
- 40 skills: Evasion +3, extends the
invulnerability period when evading to
maximum.

Noise Hammer Set
- 6-set: Horn Maestro, increases the effect
time of Hunting Horn melodies.
- 10 skills: Knockout King, makes it easier to
Stun monsters.
- 20 skills: Evasion +1, slightly extends the
invulnerability period when evading.
- 30 skills: Earplugs, negate the effects of
some large monster's roars.
- 40 skills: Weakness Exploit, increases
damage when striking body parts that your
attacks are highly effective.

Elemental Set
- 6-set: Elemental Up +1, slightly
increases your weapon elemental
damage.
- 10 skills: Speed Sharpening, speeds up
weapon sharpening.
- 20 skills: Elemental Up +2, further
increases your weapon elemental
damage.
- 30 skills: Elemental Up +3, greatly
increases your weapon elemental
damage.
- 40 skills: High Speed Sharpening,
greatly speeds up weapon sharpening.

Utility Set
- 6-set: Earplugs, negate the effects of
some large monster's roars.
- 10 skills: Dragon Windproof, negates
Wind Pressure from monsters.
- 20 skills: Negate Mud/Snow, negates
being coated in snow or mud.
- 30 skills: Tremor Res, prevents staggering
from tremors created by large monsters.
- 40 skills: HG Earplugs, negate the effects
of large monster's roars.

Status Set
- 6-set: Status Atk +1, slightly increases the
potency of abnormal status attacks.
- 10 skills: Speed Sharpening, speeds up
weapon sharpening.
- 20 skills: Status Atk +2, further increases
the potency of abnormal status attacks.
- 30 skills: Status Atk +3, greatly increases
the potency of abnormal status attacks.
- 40 skills: High Speed Sharpening, greatly
speeds up weapon sharpening.

Gunlance Set
- 6-set: Artillery Expert, Increases the
potency of Wyvern's Fire.
- 10 skills: Constitution +1, slows Stamina
depletion when evading/blocking.
- 20 skills: Guard +1, increases the
likelihood of standing your ground when
blocking an attack.
- 30 skills: Razor Sharp, reduces the rate at
which your weapon loses Sharpness.
- 40 skills: Artillery God, greatly increases
the potency of Wyvern's Fire.

Bowgun Set 1
- 6-set: Recoil Down +1, reduces Bowgun
recoil.
- 10 skills: Constitution +1, slightly reduces
Stamina depletion when evading/blocking.
- 20 skills: Recoil Down +2, greatly reduces
Bowgun recoil.
- 30 skills: Critical Eye +1, increases affinity
by 8%.
- 40 skills: Critical Eye +2, increases affinity
by 12%.

Bowgun Set 2

- 6-set: Bonus Shot +1, allows one
extra shot to be fired while Rapid
Firing.
- 10 skills: Constitution +1, slightly
reduces Stamina depletion when
evading/blocking.
- 20 skills: Weakness Exploit, increases
damage when striking body parts that
your attacks are highly effective.
- 30 skills: Critical Eye +1, increases
affinity by 8%.
- 40 skills: Critical Eye +2, increases
affinity by 12%.

Bow Set 1

- 6-set: Concentrate, speeds charge of
charge attacks.
- 10 skills: Focus, speeds charge of charge
attacks even more.
- 20 skills: Stam Recov +2, increases
stamina recovery speed.
- 30 skills: Attentive, speeds charge of
charge attacks to maximum.
- 40 skills: Stam Recov +3, greatly increases
stamina recovery speed.

Bow Set 2

- 6-set: Load Up, increases Bowguns and
Gunlance ammo capacity and charge
capacity of Bow.
- 10 skills: Constitution +1, slightly
reduces Stamina depletion when
evading/blocking.
- 20 skills: Concentrate, speeds charge
of charge attacks.
- 30 skills: Constitution +2, further
reduces Stamina depletion when
evading/blocking.
- 40 skills: Focus, speeds charge of
charge attacks even more.

Compiled by Bleakhawt [2-4].
PS. Don’t be a Goblin King and use the Healthy set.

